
Program Responses Given at Arlington Information Forum

Improve response time to licensees when they have questions or issue

Require criminal history checks

Better explanation of process to change name/address

Streamline first time applicant information and clarify requirements

Improve online licensing system login

Improve time to approve CE courses

Expand approved CE provider list (more than TEEX)

Rule requires approval by THECB but they don't know anything about the requirement

Increase communication between state and city

Improve application processing times

Allow online upload of application documents

Allow online CE

Offer online license verification/look up that can be sorted by city

FYI - Laser Hair Associations: Texas Association of Hair Removal Specialists, Society for Clinical and Medical Hair 
Removal, and Texas Association of Laser Professionals

Medical director must audit documents and doctors are too busy. Let laser safety officer scope include this task.

Laser schools should only be allowed to offer laser hair removal training and not microderm, microneedling, etc.

Laser hair removal trainees should be required to have more hands-on experience. The 40-hour class is not enough 
training for someone to become an apprentice.

The 100 treatment areas for testing are a joke. It only requires 3 pulses on 33 body parts to move to the next level of 
licensure and a laser is a dangerous weapon in the hand of an untrained person.

Consider changing the distance for a consulting physician’s primary practice to the Laser Hair Removal Facility from 75 
miles to a 100-mile distance

Review and change bylaws so that the state and the school both have 2-year expirations

Renewals show proof of current CPR (upload proof)

Consulting Physician contract, have the contract online in a fillable pdf format where everyone submits the same 
contract and can upload protocols.

Streamline application process for individuals and facilities. Online new registrations - be able to upload supporting 
documents,have fillable applications or upload applications, also offer online upgrade applictions for each leve. Online 
renewals as well.

Manage CE better, online CE?

Review curriculum, make adjustments for the 40-hour course to have more hands on time with the laser

Have the approved treatment areas available online for applicants to see how to fill out their procedures. The rule only 
discussed body zones are not acceptable treatment areas. There is a list that I created for DSHS and it is being used; it 
just is not in the rule itself.

Registrants that expire must pay back any missed fees to renew?

If the student took the 40-hour course and never registered as an apprentice, is that course valid forever?

Review the requirements for MD/DO training

Review exemptions to the rule. Include facilities where physician is partner as long as he/she is onsite 20-30 hoours per 
week.

Clarify physician training requirements. Currently MD/DO can use medical license to register and go straight to senior 
technician level, then pass the professional exam. However, no treatments are performed by the physician under this 
method. Should they perform 10? 20?

Clarify compliance with other state agencies for all other procedures performed on a laser. Texas Medical Board rule 
193.17 and DSHS rule 289.301.

Enforcement - when a complaint is filed will DSHS Drugs and Medical Devices inspect or will they refer to TDLR? If a 
Medical Board complaint is filed will they refer to TDLR?

Will routine inspections take place at least every 2 years?

Who will do the inspections? Inspectors that are currently inspecting cosmo salons?

Who will train the inspectors? I can assist with the training if needed.

Remove laser serial # and model # information from each treatment chart. Only require tech initials and ZP #.

Renewal fees are higher than new registrations.

On paper applications the mail to address is hard to see as it is not the same as the letterhead.

Many applicants do not include a copy of ID to verify age as it is easily missed on the current application.

What could be improved with your licensing program?
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Would like plastic license card

Improve massage license turnaround time and fire inspection hold up on establishments

Know and abide by state law.  State exam must be given by the state.

Difficult for small businesses to go through paperwork and red tape for establishment.  Pre-licensing requirements are 
burdensome.  Schools as well.

Certain modalities are not considered massage (reflexology) but they can advertise and provide services related to 
massage.

Legislators decided that reflexology was not massage.  Definition of massage does not include reflexology.  Now there 
is a proliferation of reflexology businesses that do not follow any rules.

Lack of inspections leading to unlicensed massage practice

Staff needs to know program and answers to questions from regulated community.

Nail and hair salons offer reflexology and people are being harmed.  State says it is non-jurisdictional.

Jurisprudence exam is a joke.  It is a no-fail exam to ensure licensees speak English and know Texas law. Should be 
revamped and changed to require passing.

Jurisprudence exam in New Mexico is pass/fail

Must give original license to massage establishment because it has to be posted.  If they work at multiple places they 
must pay extra for a duplicate.  Allow photo copy of original.

Need timely school inspections

Answer phone calls and reduce call wait times

Consistency across the board for all license programs

Clear lines concerning reciprocity and transfer hours

Consistent answers

Improve license issue times

Clean up and modernize advertisement rules

More oversight in the field

Combine licenses - school, establishment/exemptions

Improve out of state application requirements and issue time

Increase communication between state and city

Inspect establishments
Reflexology therapy should be done by Licensed Massage Therapist to avoid grey areas of the state regulations. So 
many unlicensed people open reflexology shop to do massage. As we know major states require reflexology therapy to 
be done by LMT. 

There are so much frauds going on with transcript transfer from other states to Texas.

As I know, there are a few schools which are selling transcripts now in Texas, I hope TDLR will take strong actions to 
prosecute them. Otherwise it's unfair to the schools who follow rules.

TMARR rules for exemptions removed.  Too much unlicensed practice in the state. 

Small mold project less than 25 contiguous square feet.  However, if licensed must remediate according to the TMARR.

Not clear on license requirements.  Very broad "allied field".

Have a registered architect who would qualify for licensure but not as an approved trainer

Rules are clear on refresher requirements that they have to take it every two years but DSHS gives them a six month 
grace period.  Would like rules to match process.

Receive exam statistics as a training provider on trainee exam performance

Notification requirements of mold remediation projects need to be simplified

Enforcement needs to happen

25 contiguous square feet is not well defined.  Amount of material to be removed or cleaned.  Remove a little extra on 
the boundary and clean inside it is difficult to calculate.  

Bring back advisory board

Reciprocity. Adopt NEHA exam and bring licensees up to national level.  Only six states that do not have reciprocity 
with NEHA but use same study guide.

Be a team member and not limit growth

Supplemental exam for state licensed people to gain reciprocity

Military credit expertise

Would like a contact person for mold questions and public complaints

Clear lines concerning reciprocity and transfer hours

Better explanation of process to change name/address

Provide list of approved science courses that are applicable to license

Two year experience requirement before they can sit for exam.  Education requirement has to fill in chart for science 
courses and was not sure if she was providing the correct information/course.  Need clear guidance. 

Cosmetology Eliminate cosmetology rule that requires wall between clinic and lecture

Sanitarians

Massage Therapists

Mold Assessors & 
Remediators
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Program Responses Given at Austin Information Forum

Ensure address updates at renewal are processed.

Use email to update addresses so renewal notices can be received and email notice of renewal

CE training is too generic and needs to be related to the field (too vague)

Create a system to put our CE hours into a tracking system

TEEX Code Enforcement Officer II class should qualify licensee for an Intermediate CEO license

Do not put home address and phone number of licensees on the web

Be able to login and track CE as soon as you take a class (like peace officers can)

Electronic application and renewal 

Improve CE process

Decrease amount of time required to renew a license

Improve customer service so I do not dread renewal

Takes 6 months for students to get a license - needs to be faster

Need an advisory board because things change constantly - need consistent guidance

Lower the fees for facilities

Strengthen CE requirements and not allow a person to read a book and require proof

Stricter regulations on what a body site is and how long each needs to last in training program 

Provide formal guidance on what is acceptable/approved CE

Less paper, more digitized - students need to be able to get licenses online 

Quicker issue of initial massage school licenses

Being able to update physical and email addresses online including for notifications

Creating an advisory board

JP exam pass should be sent electronically to licensing staff (not paper copy to fax/email)

Revisit relationship with FSMTB (exam provider)

Update statutory definition of massage in the law and keep separate from illicit activity

Allow schools to save documents in digital format, not paper

Speed up issuance of initial and renewal ME licenses

Redefine what modalities are taught in school and curriculum to expand beyond Swedish and hydrotherapy - e.g. 
therapeutic and deep tissue- industry has evolved, statute and rules have not. Add additional requirements.

Perform establishment inspections regularly

Go after unlicensed individuals

Classify bodywork modalities such as Rolfing under massage and require them to be regulated

Schools and CE need to cover more medical issues/techniques to prepare students for the marketplace

More comprehensive list of acceptable CE courses and they need to stay hands-on for technique, not online

Remove the term "sexually oriented business" removed from the law

Better enforcement of laws and rules related to unlicensed or inappropriate practice

Add an advisory board to give us a voice in the regulation of our industry - and access for MTs to express concerns

Require proof of taking CE at time of renewal (not just audit)

Increase massage CE from 12 to ?

Put anything possible online - especially notifications

Rules need to do more than repeat the statute - there are holes in statute - things don't make sense. Need to clarify 
certain areas related to standards of service and who can/can't do certain things

Training providers need better definitions and oversight

Need more inspectors and more oversight at the project sites

More oversight for unlicensed companies - advertising and performing the work. Licensees trying to comply should not 
have more penalties than the unlicensed.

Full investigation and enforcement re: unlicensed practice by national companies

8 hours of training course is not valuable - waste of time - need better content

Advisory board needed - laws, industry and terminology is evolving

Need a better website so clients/offenders can easily find local providers
Update the standardized curriculums including video presentations to enhance instructor presentations and include 
current issues
Do not allow online DWIE courses

Update curriculum and review with provider input - better teaching methodology - reflect current philosophy
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More streamlined process for transcript evaluation for initial licensure

Speed up processing of interagency purchase orders to avoid delays in issuing or renewing licenses

Want to be able to look up what CE hours have been taken so you know you have the hours needed to renew and avoid 
CE audits

Takes too long to get a transcript evaluation and must pay a fee each time

Ensure an administrative hearing process is available when a complaint is filed

Initial application and renewal process needs to be electronic, not paper, and build in logic into the forms

Online payment to avoid delays in paying by check

Improve the CE approval process at DSHS CE approval office 

Assistance with transcript review for license eligibility without a fee to decide whether to hire or not

Have access to a portal to login and track CE

Program Responses Given at Houston Information Forum

Replace paper licenses with plastic/credit card licenses 

Speed up the approval process for initial licenses 

Speed up complaint/investigation process

Carry over CE units to next licensing period

Consistent education for staff to know what is acceptable and what is not

Add reflexology back to the approved CE list

Better enforcement for unlicensed activities/facilities 

Put pictures on licenses

Consolidate licenses for massage therapist, facility owner, etc

Make strong penalty matrix for offenders

Better communication with licensees about ways they can improve relations with enforcement/law enforcement

Duplicate license only by check or money order, not online.  Needs to be online.

No list of what a massage therapist can and cannot do.  Wants a breakdown for what license is needed.

No place to go currently to find the limitation of the scope of practice

No advisory board now which would be helpful to have to clarify rules

Unlicensed activity needs to be better regulated (all programs)

College massage therapy program, TX curriculum doesn't match the exam.  Should match

Spanish exams don't make sense, need to be more closely correlated (not translated well now)

Want the number of massage hours increased by 25 hours in kinesiology

Increased hours may eliminate the ability of community colleges being able to provide the program

License on the wall is required, and some work in many places.  Make license more portable.

Schools, would like a list or guideline for inspections that is clear

Education on what to do when there is an unlawful establishment

Speed up the approval process for initial licenses 

Better way to notify when there is a deficiency, to speed up license issuance

Work with insurance companies to standardize language on COI, so there are fewer deficiencies

More public outreach for people with mold policies

Remove gray areas from rules, make the regulations more specific and streamlined

Emergency remediation provision - this also affects building regulations

Not enough field inspectors for mold throughout the state now

Asbestos and lead didn't come over, keep together

Make sure the TDLR inspectors know the program and the processes

Like the idea of multiple licenses kept together with one Department instead of 2, 3 or even 4

Being able to do mold notifications online would be very helpful

Would like an advisory board

Need to put a bar code on licenses so inspectors can scan it to validate the card 

Make Texas exam stronger so Texas will qualify for national certification reciprocity

Would like plastic cards with all required information when the license needs to be portable

Would like a pretty license that is framable at least for the first license to hang on the wall

Would like some way to prorate the fee for licensing when upgrading licenses

Replace paper licenses with plastic/credit card licenses

Sanitarians

Sanitarians
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